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TEAK CARE PRODUCTS

“WHEN YOU DEMAND THE VERY BEST”
AMAZON’S GOLDEN TEAK OIL
GTO-125
GTO-150
GTO-175

Size: 16 fl. oz.
Size: 32 fl. oz.
Size: 1 Gallon

The most popular teak oil used by boaters to preserve
and beautify teak to a warm golden color. Surrounds
wood fibers deep below the surface to lock out
moisture, maintaining the woods natural integrity. Left
un-oiled, over time teak will dry out, check and crack.
Amazon’s Golden Teak Oil, blended with the world’s
finest oils, and has been the choice of boaters since
1978 to safeguard teakwood’s beauty.
Non-flammable as with all of Amazon’s oils,
environmentally friendly, biodegradable and easy to
apply keeps Amazon’s the No. 1 choice of
Teak oils.

Show off your boat’s wood with
AMAZON’S

TEAK TOUCH-UP KIT
TK-100

Teak Touch-up Kit
Teak Prep
Golden Teak Oil
One Step Teak Cleaner

3 Bottles
8 fl. oz.
16 fl. oz.
16 fl. oz.

The Teak Touch-up Kit includes three of Amazon’s well known teak
maintenance products that for many years have serviced the marine
industry. The kit contains the essential products necessary to totally
renew those smaller teak appointments or to restore a section of a
larger teak area. TK-100 contains 16 oz. bottles of One Step Teak
Cleaner, Golden Teak Oil and an 8 oz. bottle of Teak Prep. All three
combine to give that professional looking give that professional
looking result. No need to purchase larger sizes of product when
Amazon’s Touch-up Kit includes just the right amount of each to
tackle the smaller teak maintenance jobs. Easy appreciation with
directions for each step included on the label of each bottle.

GO AHEAD, SHOW OFF YOUR TEAK!

AMAZON’S

LITE N’EASY
TEAK OIL
LE-825 Size: 16 fl. oz.
LE-850 Size: 32 fl. oz.
Formulated to replace all of
the teak’s natural oils without
changing or darkening the
surface color. Slightly lower
viscosity to penetrate quickly
into the woods pores. Also
excellent for lighter wood’s
such as Oak and Maple. Easy
wipe on application.
Non-flammable.
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AMAZON’S

TEAK PREP
TP-925 Size: 16 fl. oz.
TP-950 Size: 32 fl. oz.
Used by the “Pros” to remove
hidden moisture from below the
teak’s surface this could cause
the oiled teak to turn black. Also
evaporates
any
remaining
cleaning chemicals that could
cause white spots after oiling.
Easy to apply. Why chance these
undetectable problems when
Teak Prep is available.

TEAK CARE PRODUCTS
AMAZON’S Quicki II
2 - PART TEAK CLEANER
QU-100 Size: 2 x 32 fl. oz.
Developed for the toughest wood cleaning
jobs without the harmful dangers of two part
acid cleaners. Won’t stain or harm fiberglass
or eat away wood’s soft grain. Part One
takes care of the deeper stains, grease and
grime while Part Two follows through with
surface cleaning and brightening agents. No
burning hands with Amazon’s Acid Free
teak cleaners. Note: never power wash or
use a stiff bristle brush to clean teak as it will
remove the woods soft grain leaving a very
rough surface sometimes called “raised
grain”. Easy to use scrubber pad included.
Biodegradable

AMAZON’S

TUNG OIL
TO-425 Size: 16 fl. oz.
100% natural Tung oil for the
ultimate in wood preservation
and enhancement. Higher
viscosity seals the woods
surface while maintaining the
beauty of the grain. Used by
fine furniture builders the
world over...even on the most
exotic woods. Easy wipe on
application. Non-flammable.

AMAZON’S

ONE-STEP
TEAK
CLEANER
TC-250 Size: 32 fl. oz.
TC-275 Size: 1 Gallon
Environmentally
friendly
One-Step Teak Cleaner easily
removes dirt, grease and
grime from weathered teak.
ACID FREE formula won’t
harm fiberglass or damage the
teak’s soft grain. Leaves
surface smoother, enhancing
the natural texture of the
wood. For best results use a
plastic handle scrubber pad
for a more even cleaning of
the teak’s surface. This will
help reduce the “raised grain”
problem. Never use a hard
bristled brush or worse a
power washer which can eat
away the soft grain of the teak.
Easy to use: wet the teak, wipe
on, agitate, let sit on surface
for 5 min. and flush off with
fresh
or
saltwater.
Biodegradable

END THE SANDING CHORE

AMAZON’S
STRIP AWAYTM
AMAZON’S LEMON OIL
LO-325

Size: 16 fl. oz.

The natural cleaning properties of pure
lemon oil, blended with the finest
preserving oils, will enhance the luster
of fine wood furniture, galley cabinets,
bulkhead paneling, etc. Treat your wood
to a 100% blend of natural oils without
perfumes, spirits or waxes. Easy wipe
on application.
Non-flammable.

SA-925 Size: 32 fl. oz.
Easily and safely removes varnish, teak
coatings, even paint from wood surfaces.
Environmentally
friendly.
NO
METHYLENE CHLORIDE or MEK, will
not damage wood or fiberglass. No odor or
hazardous fumes. Water based formula,
easily applied by brush or roller and clean-up
with water. Great for removing boat names or
graphics.
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CLEANING PRODUCTS
REMOVES CORROSION
FROM ALUMINUM,
BRASS AND CHROME IN
ONLY SECONDS

MORE THAN YOUR
TYPICAL BILGE CLEANER

SAFE-N-CLEAN

ABC CORROSION
BUSTER

MDR’s “NEW
triple treat
to bilge problems
In this age of multi-tasking,
MDR’s “NEW” Safe-N-Clean
cleans and deodorizes the bilge,
BUT, more importantly, it
makes dangerous gas or diesel
fuel spills “SAFE” for removal.
Safe-N-Clean encapsulates the
fuel molecules and that mixture
is dispersed into the bilge water.
Any fuel vapors in the bilge are
instantaneously suppressed to
below their combustible limits.
The treated bilge water also
accelerates the biodegradability
of the spilled petroleum
products much faster than if left
untreated. Safe-N-Clean will
keep the area sparkling clean,
odor free and make a potentially
dangerous condition “Safe”.

MDR-200

Size: 8 oz.

MAKES TARNISHED CHROME LOOK LIKE NEW
Developed almost 30 years ago to remove oxidation, tarnish and
damaging corrosion from boat hardware easily and effectively.
Simple to use...apply paste formula with a very fine bronze wool
and rub lightly, wait a few minutes, wash off with fresh water
and wipe dry. For further protection, use MDR Metal Wax.

AMAZON’S WATERBASED
STAINLESS STEEL
CLEANER/POLISH
SS-125

Size: 16 fl. oz.

The latest in water based stainless steel
cleaners! Amazon’s will not yellow or stain
and is odorless, making it great for galleys and
appliances, hardware, ladders, etc.

MDR-800

Size: 32 fl. oz.

REMOVES RUST STAINS

RUST AWAY
MDR-221

Size: 16 fl. oz.

WATERBASED GEL FORMULA
WATCH RUST DISAPPEAR when applied
to rusted areas. Removes rust stains from most
surfaces including fiberglass. Gel formula can
be applied to vertical surfaces. Restores rusted
tools and equipment. When rust is gone, metal
surface is sufficiently etched for painting. No
scraping or wire brushing.
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Easy wipe-on, buff-off for quick removal of
fingerprints, watermarks, grease and grime.
Leaves a beautiful finish and a coating of
protection to keep stainless looking great.
Biodegradable.

REMOVES STUBBORN
HULL STAINS

WATERLINE
STAIN REMOVER
MDR-635

Size: 16 fl. oz.

Easily removes brown/orange waterline stains
caused by tannic acid, iron, lime deposits, etc.
found in salt and fresh water. Heavy-duty
formula will not harm fiberglass, yet cleans
when other cleaners will not. Easy to use...
spray on, agitate, and rinse off.
Biodegradable.

CLEANING PRODUCTS
.BOATERS

AT LAST...A PRODUCT THAT CLEANS
CLEAR PLASTIC AND KEEPS IT CLEAR

KRAZY CLEAN™

ANTI-STATIC • ANTI-FOG

PLASTI CLEAR™
CLEANER POLISH
MDR-732

UNBELIEVABLE CLEANER FOR

Size: 16 fl. oz.










FOR CLEAR FLEXIBLE VINYL,
PLEXIGLAS, ACRYLIC & LUCITE
Formulated to clean and polish clear plastic
windshields, flybridge enclosures, hatches,
instruments and equipment, etc.
PLASTI CLEAR prevents build-up and repels the
attraction of airborne dust and dirt and provides an
invisible protective barrier.
PLASTI CLEAR also has anti-fog properties to keep a
clear view on deck and flybridge clear vinyl
enclosures in high humidity areas.

SHORE POWER CABLE

MDR-746

CLEANER

Size: 16 fl. oz.

HEAVY-DUTY FORMULA
REMOVES GRIME, GREASE AND
DIRT QUICKLY AND EFFECTIVELY
FROM DOCKSIDE SHORE POWER
CABLES

RAVE ABOUT

VINYL SEATS, CUSHIONS
VENTS and CABIN TOPS
TEAK TRIM
PAINTED SURFACES
FIBERGLASS NON-SKID DECKS
FOUL WEATHER GEAR
DECK FURNITURE
COOLERS & ICE BUCKETS

Super-strength concentrated formula developed for hardto-clean surfaces. Quickly removes grease, grime, oil and
dirt without hard work. Easy to use... just wet surface with
freshwater, squirt on Krazy Clean sparingly and brush off
grime instantly. Available in five sizes, environmentally
friendly, biodegradable Krazy Clean has been used by
boat owners to clean almost anything on the boat. Also for
home and auto. Easily cleans pool and patio furniture,
vinyl upholstery, patio umbrellas, vinyl toys, handbags &
luggage, fiberglass tubs and showers and even vinyl
wallpaper. For auto, clean vinyl seat covers, dashboards &
armrests. Biodegradable

Easy way to clean dirty dockside power cables.
Simply apply small amount on a wet scrub
brush...agitate on grimiest cable and within
minutes your cable will look like new.

CLEANS BOAT FENDERS
LIKE NEW, FAST
SUPER-STRENGTH

FENDER CLEANER
MDR-748

Size: 16 fl. oz.

REMOVES DIRT, GREASE, OIL AND
GRIME EASILY
Simple to use... just wet your fender with water,
apply a small amount of Fender Cleaner, agitate
slightly, and effectively flush away the grime.

.

MDR-651
MDR-652
MDR-653 – Spray
MDR-655

Size: 32 fl. oz.
Size: 1 Gallon
Size: 24 fl. oz.
Size: ½ Gallon
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INFLATABLE BOAT PRODUCTS

FLEXIBLE VINYL • WATER BASED

INFLATABLE BOAT
TOP COATING

AMAZON’S

MDR-783 – Gray
MDR-784 – White
MDR-789 – Lt. Gray

INFLATABLE BOAT
CLEANER
INF-850

Size: 32 fl. oz.

Formulated with space age surfactants and
degreasers, Amazon’s Inflatable Boat
Cleaner will easily remove most stains,
streaks and grease. Used by manufacturers,
boatyards and boat owners because of its
easy application... simply spray on and rinse
off with fresh or saltwater. Biodegradable.

Size: 32 fl. oz.
Size: 32 fl. oz.
Size: 32 fl. oz.

Restores inflatables to their original color and luster from a
multicolored, faded or discolored condition. Can be used on
Hypalon, PVC, Vinyl and rubber inflatables. Easy-to-apply water
based formulation is available in Gray, White or Lt. Gray Nontoxic, odor free. Can be applied indoors or in tight areas. Easily
applied with brush or roller. Clean up with water. Flexible enough
to last even when folded for storage. One quart covers
approximately 100 sq. ft. Keep inflatables looking like new with
MDR ’s specially formulated products.

REMOVES DIRT, GREASE & GRIME
SHINE & PROTECT INFLATABLES FROM
SUN’S UV RAYS

INFLATABLE & DINGHY

CLEANER & UV
PROTECTOR KIT
MDR-795

Size: 2 x 16 fl. oz.

Everything needed to clean and protect
inflatables from discoloration and fading in
one convenient kit. Professional strength yet
Inflatable Cleaner is biodegradable and mild
enough not to harm inflatable materials
including Hypalon, PVC, Vinyl and rubber.
Easily cleans away dirt, grease and grime
using fresh or salt water. Discoloration,
fading and chalking are all signs of exposure
to the sun’s UV rays. Inflatable UV
Protective Coating is a quick drying, easy to
use coating with NO HARMFUL SILICONE
OILS.

WATER BASED • FLEXIBLE PAINT

INFLATABLE BOAT
NUMBERING KIT
MDR-782B (Black)

Size: 1 kit

MDR-782W (White)

Size: 1 kit

Easily apply registration numbers and letters
directly onto inflatable boats using stencils
and flexible vinyl paint. Non-toxic
WATERBASED formulation in Black or
White includes brush in cap. Once paint is
cured, boat can be deflated and rolled up
without damage to painted numbers. Kit
includes a set of stencils with entire alphabet
and numbers 0-9, vinyl paint and application
instructions.
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FLEXIBLE VINYL • WATER BASED
ANTI-FOULING

INFLATABLE
BOAT & DINGHY
BOTTOM COATING
MDR-787

Size: 32 fl. oz.

Finally, there is an anti-fouling bottom coating especially formulated
for inflatables and dinghies. MDR’s Bottom Coating is a flexible
vinyl, water based anti-fouling coating containing cuprous oxide for
maximum protection Against barnacles and other marine growth in
fresh and mid-temperature range salt water. It can be used on most
inflatable materials including Hypalon, PVC, Vinyl and rubber, along
with fiberglass or wood dinghies. Easy to apply with brush or roller
and easy clean-up with water. Inflatables can be deflated and rolled
without cracking bottom coating. One quart will provide two coats of
protection for the average eight to ten foot boat.
Color: Black

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
ODORLESS

DAMP AWAY
BASKET DEHUMIDIFIERS
Last for Months.

Will not overflow.

Eliminates mold and mildew
faster with the Innovative
Basket and Patented Tablet
Dehumidifiers. Place them in
cabins, lockers, heads, basements and other enclosed areas
where moisture can cause mold
and mildew problems.
Standard Basket Includes
One 450gr. Tablet
Tests have shown tablets are
more efficient than flakes or
beads by allowing more surface
area open to absorb moisture.
Tablets are encased in a micro
fiber cloth allowing safe and
clean handling. Baskets remain
clean for easy use of REFILL
TABLETS.

AMAZON’S
CHLORINE FREE

MILDEW STAIN AWAY
MA-225
MA-250

Size: 16 fl. oz.
Size: 32 fl. oz.

A MUST FOR EVERY BOATER
In a class by itself! Developed to remove
mold and mildew stains and help prevent
their return. This world renowned formula
can be applied to most colored fabrics
including furniture, sails, life jackets,
clothes, colored canvas, carpeting, etc. Will
not remove color or break down stitching as
with chlorine based products. PLEASANT
ODOR allows use in close quarters without
harmful fumes. Will also work effectively on
hard fiberglass or tile surfaces. Excellent for
use in basement closets, bathrooms and
laundry rooms, especially in high humidity
areas. After cleaning, a light coating of
Mildew Stain Away helps to keep surface
mildew free. Biodegradable.

Mega Basket Includes
two 450gr. Tablets

MDR-300
MDR-301
MDR-302
MDR-304
MDR-305

Std. Damp Away
Std. Basket
Refill Tablet
Lg. Damp Away
Mega Basket

14 oz.
15.8 oz. 450 gr.
450 gr.
36 oz.
900 gr.

ODORLESS
DAMP AWAY II DEHUMIDIFIER
MDR-306
MDR-307

Size: 2 Bags 8”x3”x1”
50 Bags Bulk Pack
TWIN PACK
Non-toxic, no-drip bags remove
moisture right out of the air to help
keep mold and mildew in check.
Non-corrosive with no harsh
chemicals being emitted, Damp
Away II bags can easily be
rejuvenated up to three times in a
microwave oven. Perfect for galley
and head areas, lockers, dresser
drawers, closets, or any other
enclosed areas. Excellent for shrink
wrapped boats in storage. Exceeds
Mil Spec: Mil-D-3464E.

QUICK AND EFFECTIVE

MOLD AWAY®
MDR-310
MDR-311

Size: 16 fl. oz.
Size: 24 fl. oz.

MILDEW SPOT REMOVER
SPRAY ON MILDEWED
VINYL, FIBERGLASS AND
PAINTED SURFACES ...
WATCH BLACK SPOTS
DISAPPEAR BEFORE YOUR
EYES LIKE MAGIC WITHOUT
RUBBING OR SCRUBBING.
Now you can remove black mildew
spots from vinyl tops, drop curtains,
cushions and other vinyl surfaces
without hard work. Also effective in
fiberglass fish boxes and storage
containers, around heads, walls, tile,
galley areas, or any other hard surfaces
that tend to develop mold and mildew.
Biodegradable.
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MINI-BOOM SOAKS UP OIL LEAKS
AND SPILLS IN BILGE WATER

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

BILGE OILZORB™
DOUBLE PROTECTION

MDR-755

FABRIC SHIELD

ABSORBS 4 QUARTS OF OIL IN THE BILGE
AND REPELS THE WATER...PERMITS
CLEAN WATER TO BE PUMPED
OVERBOARD
THERE IS A FINE FOR PUMPING OIL
OVERBOARD

WATERPROOFING
AND
UV PROTECTION
Restore water proofing and fade
protection to aging marine fabrics and
canvas. Fabric Shield’s formula
includes components for both
purposes and is applied in one easy
spray application. Water beads up
again and doesn’t soak through most
marine fabrics including Sunbrella ®
and more. Eliminate any present and
future leaks from Bimini Tops, TTops and flybridge enclosures to
name just a few uses for Fabric
Shield. UV protection extends the life
of fabric’s cotton stitching and
reduces the problem of fading.
Fabric Shield also reduces the problem of mold and mildew
forming from leaking fabrics. Don’t wait until there is a
problem when an easy spray application will prevent it from
happening.
MDR-606
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Size: 4” dia. x 15”

The industry standard with open mesh design
permits full 4 quart saturation quickly. Can be tied
down to prevent tangling in moving parts in bilge.
All Oilzorb products are made from virgin material
for more complete absorption, are non-toxic and
absorb only oil related products, not water. Will not
disintegrate and will float even when fully saturated.

ABSORBENT SHEETS
MDR-766
MDR-767

Standard Sheets
Economy Sheets

Size: 9W (100/Bale)
Size: 6W (200/Bale)

Perfect for working in areas likely to have oil leaking. Sheets
absorb 15-20 times their weight. Can be used for clean-up on
water as well as land. Will not disintegrate. Sheets absorb oil
related products, not water, and will float even when saturated.
Excellent for polishing, waxing and tool clean-up.

Size 24 fl. oz.

CLOSED-CELL FOAM TAPE
SEALS OUT
MOISTURE, WEATHER,
SOUND AND FUMES
NON-MOISTURE
ABSORBING

CLOSED-CELL FOAM
TAPE SEALS OUT
MOISTURE, WEATHER,
SOUND AND FUMES NONMOISTURE ABSORBING

WEATHERSEAL
TAPE

HATCH COVER
TAPE

MDR-370 ⅛” x ⅛” x 10’

MDR-420 ¼” x ¾” x 7’

PVC foam .125” thick tape is ideal
for cushioning windows and doors.
Absorbs shock and eliminates
vibration. Prevents metal to metal
contact.

Extra thick .25” foam tape
designed to seal out the
elements on hatch cover rims.
Pressure sensitive adhesive
gives excellent bond. Resists
salt water and oxidation.

TAPE PRODUCTS
THE TAPE RIGGERS
PREFER

PROTECTS YOUR LINES FROM
CHAFING OR BREAKING AT
THE DOCK OR ON THE BOAT

SOU’WESTER
RIGGING TAPE

HEAVY DUTY VINYL COATED

MDR-013 Size: ¾” x 108’

CHAFING TAPE

Strong, white vinyl tape is
impervious to weather and
abrasion. Conforms easily to
turnbuckles, life-line fittings,
spreader ends and dozens of
other applications.

MDR-350

Size: 1” x 25’

Ideal for protecting dock lines,
mooring lines, rigging, etc. Developed
to withstand salt water. 12 mils thick,
yet soft and pliable. Will not crack.

PRESSURE SENSITIVE

GOLD COVE TAPE

NON-SKID TAPE
MDR-270
MDR-275
MDR-280

PRESSURE SENSITIVE

MDR-272

Size: 1” x 20’
Size: 2” x 20’
Size: 4” x 6’

Size: ¾” x 50’

Pressure-sensitive gold Mylar tape
gives a highly decorative cove stripe
easily and quickly. Salt water resistant
acrylic adhesive.

Great for boat decks, ladders, stairs,
cabin floors, shower stalls, etc. Selfadhesive, weather and water resistant.
Available in three widths. Easy to
apply.

BOOTSTRIPE TAPE
PRESSURE SENSITIVE
Solid color striping tape for marine applications such as waterlines and decorative accent
stripes. Available in four popular colors and three widths.

Color
Blue
Black
Red

Item No.
MDR-265
MDR-266
MDR-267
MDR-268

Size
Item No.
¾” x 50’ MDR-290
¾” x 50’ MDR-291
¾” x 50’ MDR-292
¾” x 50’ MDR-293

Size
Item No.
1” x 50’ MDR-295
1” x 50’ MDR-296
1” x 50’ MDR-297
1” x 50’ MDR-298

Size__
2” x 50’
2” x 50’
2” x 50’
2” x 50’
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SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

HERE’S HOW TO DETECT WATER IN
FUEL TANK
GASOLINE/DIESEL FUEL

WATER BASED • ANTI-FOULING

WATER PROBE INDICATOR

TRANSDUCER PAINT

MDR-566

Color: Black






MDR-720

WITH APPLICATOR BRUSH
APPLY ON DIP STICK...

Size: 2 fl. oz.

TURNS RED SHOWING THE EXACT LEVEL
OF WATER IN YOUR FUEL TANK

REPELS BARNACLES AND
MARINE GROWTH
IMPROVES DEPTH
SOUNDER PERFORMANCE
WATERBASED FORMULA
EASY TO CLEAN UP EASY
TO USE APPLICATOR

It’s far better to be safe than sorry. Find out if there’s
water in your tank before it becomes a serious
problem. Remove it with MDR’s Water Zorb

WHIP-END DIP®

Barnacles and marine growth on a transducer is one of the major
causes of poor depth sounder performance. MDR’s Anti-Fouling
TRANSDUCER PAINT is formulated especially to resist
barnacles and marine growth in fresh or salt water, thereby
improving depth sounder performance. Transducer Paint is a
water based cuprous oxide, easy to use anti-fouling paint. The
brush in the cap makes application easy on both transom and thru
hull plastic or bronze transducers. No solvents to worry about. The
water base formula will not attack the transducer face like some
solvent based bottom paints. Easy clean-up too!

PROTECT YOUR ELECTRICAL
CONNECTIONS AND TERMINALS
FROM DAMAGING CORROSION
PREVENTS BILGE PUMP FAILURE
due to moisture wicking in butt connector
on wiring in bilge. Recommended by
leading bilge pump manufacturers.

Size: 40 Tests

MDR-180

Size: 4 fl. oz.

WATER BASED FORMULA
applicator brush included
SEALS ANY THICKNESS ROPE END
Permanent, tough and flexible rope end sealer
for only pennies per application. Water based
formula is environmentally friendly, non -toxic,
non-flammable, odor free and easy to clean up
with water.








WORKS ON MANILA, NYLON & POLY ROPES
SEALS ANY THICKNESS ROPE END
RESISTS SALT WATER, GASOLINE, OIL & ACID
INDICATES DEPTHS ON ANCHOR LINES
MAKE A VIBRATION-FREE BEDDING COMPOUND
CODES DIFFERENT LENGTHS
AVAILABLE IN 3 COLORS RED, WHITE, & CLEAR

WATERBASED FORMULA

LIQUID LECTRIC TAPE®
MDR-740

with applicator brush

Size: 4 fl. oz.

Protects electrical connections and terminals against corrosion.
Ideal for battery switches, instrument panel terminations, bilge
pumps and electrical connections. Dielectric resists moisture by
filling in wire nuts and butt connector ends. The water based
formula is environmentally friendly, non toxic, non-flammable,
odor free, will not harden in container, and easy to clean up with
water.
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RECOMMENDED IN BOATING BIBLE
“Piloting, Seamanship & Small Boat Handling”
by Charles F. Chapman

ALL MDR FUEL ADDITIVES
CONTAIN NO METHANOL OR ALCOHOL

FUEL ADDITIVES
SPRING TREATMENT
WAKES UP FUEL AFTER STORAGE

PREVENTS BREAKDOWNS DUE TO
WATER IN GAS & DIESEL FUEL

GASOLINE START FRESH

WATER ZORB

MDR-580
MDR-581

CONTAINS NO METHANOL OR ALCOHOL
ABSORBS WATER IN FUEL TANK
AND BURNS THROUGH ENGINE






Water can accumulate in fuel tanks from
condensation, contaminated fuel, or leaky filler cap
gaskets. Also, reformulated gas (RFG) has been
known to attract water.



GAS WATER ZORB
Water Zorb disperses and emulsifies water right into
the fuel, allowing it to pass through filters and safely
burn away with the fuel. Water Zorb can be used as
preventive maintenance at 1 oz. to 18 gallons of gas.
For larger water accumulations, it will totally
emulsify its own volume of water.

MDR-586
MDR-567
MDR-569

Size: 8 fl. oz.
Size: 16 fl. oz.
Size: 32 fl. oz.

INCREASES CETANE RATING

DIESEL FUEL CONDITIONER
& CETANE BOOSTER
MDR-556


Water in diesel fuel can sabotage diesel engines if
not removed. Microbes need water to grow and
water, even in small amounts, can promote rust and
corrosion, along with sludge that can clog injectors
and filters, shutting down the engine. For larger
water accumulations, it will totally emulsify its own
volume of water.




Size: 16 fl. oz.

Prevents Ethanol Problems

DISSOLVES GUM DEPOSITS
ABSORBS CONDENSATION
KEEPS FUEL SYSTEM CLEAN
FIGHTS OFF TANK
CORROSION
IMPROVES PERFORMANCE

Gasoline START FRESH helps reduce
maintenance by combining the best of MDR
gasoline additives into a Spring treatment to
give gasoline a fresh start.

DIESEL WATER ZORB

MDR-559

Size: 8 fl. oz.
Size: 16 fl. oz.






Size: 32 fl. oz.

FASTER WARM UP AT LOW
TEMPERATURES
KEEPS INJECTORS AND SCREENS CLEAN
REDUCES SMOKE, ODOR AND DIESEL
KNOCK
GIVES SMOOTHER COMBUSTION AND
MORE FUEL ECONOMY
INTERNAL LUBRICATION PREVENTS
CORROSION
IMPROVES IGNITION AND QUALITY OF
FUEL
REDUCES ENGINE DEPOSIT BUILD-UP
AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

Fuel Conditioner
Fuel containing ethanol has lower combustibility thereby
reducing fuel economy and engine performance. Ethanol
also has an affinity for water or condensation right out of the
humid air brought in through the fuel tank vent. Un-checked,
this can lead to phase separation, fuel system corrosion,
clogged carburetor jets or injectors, filters and ultimately
engine breakdowns. Left in the fuel tank for over 30 days,
E-10/E-15 will begin to degrade causing gum and sludge to
form, clogging filters.
PEP Fuel Conditioner will eliminate all of these problems,
revitalizing engine performance in 2 or 4 cycle engines that
use ethanol (E-10/E-15) gas. PEP contains antioxidants, degummers, metal deactivators, corrosion preventative
compounds and stabilizers to fight ethanol problems. PEP
also addresses the phase separation problem caused by
excess water accumulation. Economical to use “in season”
with 1 oz. treating 10 gallons of gas and 1oz. to 5 gallons for
long term storage.

MDR-570
MDR-571

Size: 8 fl. oz.
Size: 16 fl. oz.

1 OUNCE TREATS 8 GALLONS OF FUEL

DISSOLVES SLUDGE CAUSED BY
WATER, CORROSION, RUST, DIRT &
MICROBES

DIESEL FUEL
SLUDGE & SLIME CONTROL
MDR-557

Size: 32 fl. oz.

Prevents fouling of injectors and plugging
of screens as a result of sludge
Developed to dispense sludge in diesel fuel tanks
and permit fuel to flow and burn. Sludge, which is
a combination of water, dirt, rust, microbe growth,
corrosion and oil deterioration, produces deposits
that clog small oil passages, clearances, filters and
screens.
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ALL MDR FUEL ADDITIVES
CONTAIN NO METHANOL OR ALCOHOL

FUEL ADDITIVES
FOR ETHANOL GASOLINE

STOR-N-START®

E-ZORB

The PURE stabilizer
for gasoline and Diesels

MDR-576
MDR-574
MDR-575

Size: 8 fl. oz.
Size: 16 fl. oz.
Size: 32 fl. oz.

Treats for Preventive Maintenance
16 fl. oz.
Treats 320 gal of gas

Stor-N-Start has been formulated as a PURE stabilizer that
does not contain all year-round additives like carb cleaners
that are not necessary during long term storage. In fact, they
can drop out during storage and cause unwanted gum and
varnish deposits.
Formulated for today’s Ethanol Gas

Totally restores phased out water
back into E-10 gasoline
It only takes approximately 3/10 of 1% of
water acquired by condensation, a loose gas
cap or refueling with contaminated gas for
phase separation to occur, taking with it up to
75% of the ethanol. E-ZORB will totally
emulsify its own volume of water/ethanol back
into gas, allowing it to pass the finest filters
and burn through safely.

Totally draining fuel tanks for long term storage is not
recommended as partially full tanks will condense more
water and corrode internally. Also, the fumes in an empty
tank are more dangerous than a full tank.

Stor-N-Start’s triple action
protection is the most up to
date product for long term
storage. It fights gum
formation three ways with
additives to stop, retard, and
deactivate gum buildup.
This helps control engine
running problems such as
sticky valves, clogged
filters, fuel injectors and
carburetors. Stor-N-Start
also contains corrosion
inhibitors and anti-oxidants
to keep the entire fuel
systems ready for quick
Spring start-ups and smooth
running engines.

E-ZORB contains NO Alcohol or
Methanol.

ANTI-RUST MOTOR OIL
ADDITIVE
FOR WINTER STORAGE

CRANKCASE
STOR-N-START
MDR-600

Size: 8 fl. oz.

Same type motor oil additive
used by U.S. Military for storing
of vehicles (ML-L-21260)
During
storage,
motor
oil
eventually drains off cylinder walls,
pistons, rings, bearings, and all
other internal metal engine parts,
exposing them to corrosion.
Crankcase Stor-N-Start forms a
protective shield on all internal
parts, preventing rusting during
storage. Before lay-ups, pour into
crankcase and run engine for 10
minutes.

Treats 5 quarts of oil.
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Gasoline STOR-N-START
Item No.
MDR-549
MDR-550
MDR-551
MDR-552
MDR-553

Size
4 fl. oz.
8 fl. oz.
16 fl. oz.
32 fl. oz.
1 Gallon

Diesel STOR-N-START
Item No.
MDR-565
MDR-561
MDR-554

Stabilizer

Size
8 fl. oz.
16 fl. oz.
32 fl. oz.

Treats
20 gl
40 gl
80 gl
160 gl
640 gl
Stabilizer
Treats
96 gl
192 gl
384 gl

